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Abstract—In this paper we have proposed an improved approach to extract rare association rules. Rare association rules
are the association rules containing rare items. Rare items are less
frequent items. For extracting rare itemsets, the single minimum
support (minsup) based approaches like Apriori approach suffer
from “rare item problem” dilemma. At high minsup value, rare
itemsets are missed, and at low minsup value, the number of
frequent itemsets explodes. To extract rare itemsets, an effort has
been made in the literature in which minsup of each item is fixed
equal to the percentage of its support. Even though this approach
improves the performance over single minsup based approaches,
it still suffers from “rare item problem” dilemma. If minsup for
the item is fixed by setting the percentage value high, the rare
itemsets are missed as the minsup for the rare items becomes close
to their support, and if minsup for the item is fixed by setting the
percentage value low, the number of frequent itemsets explodes.
In this paper, we propose an improved approach in which minsup
is fixed for each item based on the notion of “support difference”.
The proposed approach assigns appropriate minsup values for
frequent as well as rare items based on their item supports
and reduces both “rule missing” and “rule explosion” problems.
Experimental results on both synthetic and real world datasets
show that the proposed approach improves performance over
existing approaches by minimizing the explosion of number of
frequent itemsets involving frequent items and without missing
the frequent itemsets involving rare items.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Data mining represents techniques for discovering knowledge patterns hidden in large databases. Several data mining
approaches are being used to extract interesting knowledge
[1]. Like, association rule mining techniques [2] [3] discover
association between the entities, clustering techniques [4]
group the unlabeled data into clusters such that there exists
high inter similarity and low intra similarity between the
clusters, classification techniques [5] to identify the different
classes existing in categorical labeled data.
It can be observed that most of the data mining approaches
discover the knowledge pertaining to frequently occurring
entities. However, real-world datasets are mostly non-uniform
in nature containing both frequently and relatively rarely
occurring entities. In literature, it has been reported that there
exists useful knowledge pertaining to rare entities [6] [10].
The rare cases are more difficult to detect and generalize
from because they contain fewer data. Realizing the importance of rare knowledge patterns pertaining to rare events, research efforts are going on to investigate improved approaches
to extract rare knowledge patterns like rare association rules
and rare class identification [6].
In this paper, we are investigating an improved approach to
extract rare association rules. Association rule mining [2] is a

popular knowledge pattern and has been extensively studied
[7] [8]. The basic terminology about association rules is as
follows. Let I = {i1 , i2 , ..., in } be a set of items and T be a
set of transactions. Each transaction Ti (i = 0, 1, ..., m) is a set
of items such that Ti ⊆ I. An itemset X is a set of items {i1 ,
i2 , ..., ik } (1≤ k ≤ n) such that X ⊆ I. An itemset containing k
number of items is called k-itemset. An association rule is an
implication of the form, A ⇒ B, where A ⊂ I, B ⊂ I and A ∩
B = ∅. The rule A ⇒ B holds in T with support s if s% of the
transactions in T contain A ∪ B. Similarly rule A ⇒ B holds
in T with confidence c if c% of transactions in T that support
A also support B. Given T, the objective of association rule
mining is to discover all association rules that have support and
confidence greater than the user-specified minimum support
minsup and minimum confidence minconf .
A rare association rule refers to an association rule forming
between either frequent and rare items or among rare items.
There exist a useful knowledge in rare associations.
Example 1: Consider the set of items {bread, jam, bed,
pillow} selling in a super market. It can be observed
that the items in the set {bread, jam} are frequently
purchased items while the items in the set {bed, pillow}
are infrequently or rarely purchased items. Even though,
{bed, pillow} contains rare items, it is interesting as it
may generate more revenue in this case.
The popular approaches like Apriori discover association
rules based on frequent itemsets which are extracted by fixing
the same (or single) minimum support for all items. For
extracting rare itemsets, the single minimum support (minsup)
based approaches suffer from “rare item problem” dilemma
[9]. At high minsup value, rare itemsets could not be extracted
as rare items fail to satisfy the minsup criteria. Also, if
low minsup is set to extract rare itemsets, the number of
itemsets explode as huge number of frequent itemsets satisfy
the minsup criteria.
In the literature, efforts are being made to propose improved
approaches to mine rare associations [10] [11] [12] [13].
In [10], instead of fixing single minsup value for all items,
the minsup value is calculated for each item based on the
percentage of its support and frequent itemsets are extracted
if an itemset satisfied the lowest minsup value of the items
in it. (The support of an item is the ratio of frequency of an
item by transaction dataset size.) In [11], items are categorized
into frequent and rare items. Frequent itemsets involving only
frequent items are extracted using single minsup approaches
and frequent itemsets involving rare items are extracted using

a concept of “relative support”. In [12], a stochastic mixture
model know as Negative-Binomial distribution is utilized to
known the process of generating transaction data and to find all
Negative-Binomial frequent itemsets. The approach proposed
in [13] extracts the association rules by considering only
infrequent items (i.e., items having support less than minsup).
Among the existing approaches, the percentage-based approach improves the performance over single minsup based
approaches. However, it has been observed that it still suffers
from both “rule missing” and “rule explosion” problems. If
minsup for the item is fixed by setting the percentage value
high, the rare itemsets are missed as the minsup for the rare
items becomes close to their support, and if minsup for the
item is fixed by setting the percentage value low, the number
of frequent itemsets explodes. The drawbacks of the other
approaches are mentioned in the related work section.
In this paper, we propose an improved approach by using
the notion of “support difference” (SD) in calculating minsup
value for each item. Through the notion of SD, a constant
difference is ensured between the item support and the corresponding minsup value for each item. So, by using the
notion of SD, the proposed approach successfully extracts the
frequent itemsets involving rare items and limits the explosion
of frequent itemsets involving frequent items. The proposed
approach also extracts frequent itemsets involving both frequent and rare items. Experimental results on synthetic and
real-world dataset show that the proposed approach discovers
frequent itemsets involving rare items in an efficient manner
as compared to the existing approaches.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss
the related work. In Section 3, we explain the proposed
approach and algorithm. In Section 4, experiment results are
presented. The last section contains conclusions and future
work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section we briefly discuss the related approaches for
the extraction of rare associations.
A. Apriori algorithm
In the literature, Apriori [3], Frequent-Pattern Tree approach
[7] and related approaches have been proposed for finding
frequent itemsets. These approaches use single minsup value
for all data items to extract frequent itemsets. Here we explain
the “rare item problem” dilemma faced by single minsup based
approaches by considering Apriori approach.
The Apriori algorithm employs an iterative level-wise search
for generating frequent itemsets. An itemset is a set of items.
A candidate k-itemset refers to an itemset having ‘k’ number
of items and frequent k-itemset refers to subset of candidate
k-itemsets whose support is greater than or equal to userspecified minsup. The Apriori algorithm repeats the steps from
(i) to (iii) starting with k=1 till no more frequent itemsets are
found [3]: (i) Ck is generated. (ii) Lk is generated from Ck
by pruning the itemsets whose support is greater than minsup
value. (iii) Ck+1 is generated by joining Lk with itself.

TABLE I
T RANSACTION DATASET.
TID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Items
bread, jam
bread, jam, pencils
bread, jam, pen
bread, jam, ball
bread, ball
bed, pillow
bed, pillow
ball, bat
ball, bat
ball, bat

The extraction of frequent itemsets using Apriori is illustrated in Example 2.
Example 2: Table I shows the dataset of 10 transactions
with the itemset I = {bread, jam, pillow, bed, ball, bat}.
The working of Apriori with minsup=40% is depicted in
Figure 1. C1 is generated after the first scan. From C1 ,
frequent 1-itemset L1 (itemsets represented in bold) is
generated with the items whose support is greater than or
equal to minsup. C2 is generated by joining L1 with itself.
From C2 , L2 (itemsets represented in bold) is generated if
an itemset support is greater than or equal to minsup. The
generated L2 is {{bread, jam}, {bat, ball}}.
Mining of rare associations (association rules involving rare
items) with single minsup approaches may cause “rare item
problem” dilemma. The “rare item problem” is as follows:
if minsup is high, frequent itemsets involving rare items are
missed as the support of the rare items is less than the given
minsup. In order to find frequent itemsets involving rare items,
the minsup value should be fixed at low value. As a result, the
number of frequent itemsets explode.
Example 3: In Example 2, frequent itemsets {bread, jam}
and {bat, ball} are extracted at minsup = 40%. However,
it can be observed that frequent itemset {pillow, bed}
involving rare items is missed. In order to extract frequent
itemset {pillow, bed}, the minsup has to be set to low
value, equal to 20%. With minsup=20%, the process of
finding frequent itemsets is depicted in Figure 2. It can be
observed that out of four frequent 2-itemsets only three
frequent 2-itemsets {{bread, jam}, {bat, ball}, {bed, pillow}} are interesting. The other frequent 2-itemset {bread,
ball} is uninteresting because items {bread} and {ball} are
frequently purchased in a supermarket. For {bread, ball}
to be useful, it should have satisfied much higher minsup
(say 40%).
B. Multiple minimum support approaches
To improve the performance of extracting frequent itemsets
involving rare items, an approach known as Multiple Support Apriori (MSApriori) has been proposed in [10]. In this
approach, each item is assigned with a minsup value known
as “Minimum Item Support” (MIS) and frequent itemsets are
generated if an itemset satisfies the lowest MIS value among
the respective items. The MIS value is assigned to each item

Fig. 1. Working of Apriori Algorithm at minsup=40%. Here, the notation
‘S’ indicates the support percentage.

approaches by addressing the “rare item problem”. The working of MSApriori is illustrated in Example 4.
Example 4: The working of MSApriori for the transaction
dataset shown in Table I is depicted in Figure 3, by
considering β=0.75 and LS=20%. After calculating C1 ,
MIS is calculated by using the Equation 1. From C1 , the L1
is generated with the items whose support is greater than or
equal to their respective MIS. From L1 , C2 is generated
by joining L1 with itself. From C2 , L2 is generated if
an itemset satisfies the lowest MIS value of the items
in it. The generated L2 is {{bread, jam}, {bat, ball},
{pillow, bed}}. Note that, the uninteresting frequent 2itemset {bread, ball} which had been generated using
Apriori algorithm (when minsup is set very low) fails to get
generated in MSApriori, since candidate itemset {bread,
ball} do not satisfy the low MIS value (40%) among the
items in the itemset.

Fig. 2. Working of Apriori Algorithm at minsup=20%. Here, the notation
‘S’ indicates the support percentage.

equal to a percentage of its support. For every item ij ∈ I, the
MIS(ij ) is calculated as per Equation 1.
M IS(ij ) = βS(ij )), if βS(ij ) > LS
= LS else

(1)

where, β is a user-specified proportional value which can be
varied between 0 to 1, S(ij ) refers to support of an item
equal to f(ij )/N, (f(ij ) represents frequency of ij and N is
the number of transactions in a transaction dataset) and LS
corresponds to user-specified least support value.
In this method, as the MIS values for the items are derived
based on the percentage of their supports frequent items
are assigned with higher MIS values and rare items are
assigned with relatively lower MIS values. For an itemset
containing only frequent items to be a frequent itemset, it has
to satisfy relatively higher minsup than the itemset containing
frequent and rare items or only rare items. So the MSApriori
approach improves the performance over single minsup based

Fig. 3. Working of MSApriori algorithm with β=0.75 and LS=20%. Here,
the notations ‘S’ and ‘mis’ indicates the support percentage and minimum
item support percentage values respectively.

It was observed that MSApriori still suffers from the “rare
item problem” dilemma, if items support vary widely. The
reason is as follows: for a user-specified proportion β value,
as we move from frequent items to relatively rare items the
difference between the support of an item and its MIS is not
constant, rather decreases. As a result, MSApriori suffers from
the following problems.
1) If β is set high, it can be observed that MIS for rare
items will be relatively more close (almost equivalent)
to their supports as compared with frequent items. As a
result, itemsets containing rare items fail to satisfy the
support of (lowest MIS) rare item in that itemset. So,
frequent itemsets involving rare items are missed.
Example 5: Consider four items Bread, Beer, Pillow,
and Bed having supports 44%, 36%, 10% and 5% re-

spectively. With β=0.9 and LS=1, the MIS values for
Bread, Beer, Pillow and Bed comes to approximately
40%, 32%, 9% and 4.5% respectively. Note that our
interest is to extract rare itemsets which contain the
item “Bed”. It can be observed that, for the rare
item like “Bed”, the difference between its support
and MIS is relatively less (5% - 4.5% = 0.5%) as
compared with relatively frequent item like Bread
(44% - 40% = 4%). Hence as the itemset length
increases (more items are combined), the itemsets
containing item “Bed” fail to satisfy the support
equivalent to support of the item “Bed”. So, frequent
itemsets involving “Bed” are missed.
2) To facilitate participation of rare items, MIS for the
rare items have to be less than their support values. It
can be achieved by setting low β value. However, this
may cause frequent items to set very low MIS values.
With low MIS values for frequent items, the items will
be associating with one another in all possible ways,
thereby generating a huge number of frequent itemsets.
Example 6: Continuing from Example 5, to facilitate
participation of rare items like ‘Bed’, β value is
set to low which is equal to 0.3. When β=0.3 and
LS=1%, the MIS(Bread) ≈ 13%, MIS(Beer) ≈12%,
MIS(pillow)=3% and MIS(Bed)=1.5%. For the rare
item ‘Bed’, the difference between its support and
MIS is (5% - 1.5% = 3.5%) is relatively higher than
the previous value. As a result, frequent itemset like
{Pillow, Bed} which contains the rare item “bed” is
generated. However, it can be observed that, due to
low β value, the uninteresting 2-itemset {bread, ball}
also becomes frequent. The itemset {bread, ball}
is uninteresting because knowing the fact that 20%
of the customers bought the two items together is
useless. The reason is, the items ‘bread’ and ‘ball’ are
frequently purchased items in a supermarket. For this
itemset to be useful, it should have satisfied higher
minimum support i.e., 32%.
In the literature, another approach known as Relative Support Apriori Algorithm (RSAA) has been proposed [11] for
discovering frequent itemsets involving both frequent and rare
items. In discovering frequent itemsets, RSAA uses three userspecified measures: first support s1 , second support s2 (s1 >
s2 ) and relative support Rsup. Items having support greater
than or equal to s1 are considered frequent items and the items
having support less than s1 and greater than or equal to s2 are
considered as rare items. If an itemset contains only frequent
items, it has to satisfy s1 to be a frequent itemset. If an itemset
contains rare items, its support has to satisfy s2 and its Rsup
should satisfy user specified minimum relative support mRsup
to be a frequent itemset. The main issue in this algorithm is
providing values to these parameters for the given dataset.
C. Other approaches
An approach is proposed in [12] by utilizing the knowledge
of the process for generating transaction data by applying a

stochastic mixture model known as negative binomial (NB)
distribution. This model along with a user-specified precision threshold, finds local frequency thresholds for groups
of itemsets based on which algorithm finds all NB-frequent
itemsets in a dataset. This model considers highly skewed
data (skewed towards right) with the underlying assumption
of Poisson processes and Gamma mixing distribution. This
model can effectively be implemented in the datasets like
general web logs etc, which are exponentially distributed.
However, this approach is not effective on other datasets
like general super market datasets which are generally not
exponentially distributed. The reason is frequent items will
distort the mean and the variance and thus will lead to a model
which grossly overestimates the probability of seeing items
with high frequencies. If we remove items of high frequencies
as suggested in the approach, we may miss some interesting
frequent itemsets pertaining to frequent items.
An approach has been suggested to mine the association
rules by considering only infrequent items i.e., items having
support less than minsup [13]. However, this approach fails to
discover associations between frequent and rare items.
In this paper we have proposed an improved approach by
using the notion of support difference. The proposed approach
is different from MSApriori as it follows a different method
to assign minsup for each items. It also differs from RSAA
approach as it requires only two measures instead of three
measures used in RSAA. The approaches proposed in [12]
and [13] deal with frequent itemsets involving only rare items
whereas the proposed approach extracts frequent itemsets
involving both frequent and rare items.
III. P ROPOSED APPROACH
A. Basic Idea
In this approach, we use the notion of support difference
SD to specify the minimum supports to items. Support difference (SD) refers to the acceptable deviation of an item from
its frequency (or support) so that an itemset involving that
item can be considered as a frequent itemset. For each item
‘ij ’, calculation of minsup known as minimum item support
(MIS(ij )) is as follows:
M IS(ij ) = S(ij ) − SD when (S(ij ) − SD) > LS
= LS otherwise

(2)

where, S(ij ) refers to support of item ‘ij ’ and LS refer to
the user-specified least support. Using SD, MIS for the items
range from (-∞, +∞). To prevent MIS values of the items
in reaching 0 or lower, we use concept of least support (LS).
Least support refers the lowest minimum support an item or
itemset should satisfy to become a frequent itemset. The LS
takes a value in the range [0%, 100%].
For a given dataset, the value of SD can be calculated as
per Equation 3.
SD = λ(1 − α)
(3)

where λ represents the parameter like mean, median, mode,
maximum support of the item supports and α is the parameter
ranging between 0 to 1. SD takes values from (0, λ).
1) If α = 0 then SD = λ. Higher the SD value, minimum
supports for the items will be relatively less than their
corresponding supports.
2) If α = 1 then SD = 0. When SD = 0, minimum support
for an item is equivalent to their corresponding support
values.
Both λ and α play a major role in determining SD. The
value of λ can be calculated by determining appropriate
statistical parameter suitable to data set. If data set size is
huge, sampling methods can be employed. The value of α is
set by the user.
After specifying MIS values for each item as per Equation
3, the frequent itemsets are generated using Equation 4.
µ
S(i1 , i2 , ..., ik ) ≥ min

M IS(i1 ), M IS(i2 )
..., M IS(ik )

¶
(4)

where S(i1 , i2 , · · · , ik ) represents the support for an itemset
{i1 , i2 , · · · , ik }.
The Equation 4 ensures the extraction of frequent itemsets
involving frequent items, rare items and both frequent and
rare items efficiently. Note that the MIS value for each item
depends upon its support. If an itemset contains all frequent
items, it has to satisfy the lowest MIS of frequent items.
Similarly, if an itemset contain frequent and rare items, it has
to satisfy the lowest MIS of rare items in it.
In this approach, a constant difference between support of
an item and the MIS can be ensured irrespective of item
support values. The proposed approach is not prone to spread
or gap among the item supports so it can be used in all kinds
of datasets including the datasets where item frequencies (or
supports) vary widely. The advantage of proposed approach
over MSApriori is illustrated using Example 7.
Example 7: Consider four items Bread, Beer, Pillow, and
Bed having supports 44%, 36%, 10% and 5% respectively.
We explain the processing under proposed approach by
fixing SD = 4% and LS = 1%. Let us consider two frequent
itemsets: {Bread, Beer} containing frequent items and
{Pillow, Bed} containing rare items. Under MSApriori,
two different values have to be fixed to extract both
itemsets. To extract {Bread, Beer}, minimum support
should be set to 32% (β=0.9). Similarly to extract {Pillow,
Bed}, the minimum support should be set to 1% (β=0.3).
Whereas in the proposed approach, using single SD value
(SD=4%), the MIS values are as follows: MIS(Bread) =
40%, MIS(Beer) = 32%, MIS(Pillow) = 6% and MIS(Bed)
= 1%.
B. Algorithm
The proposed algorithm generalizes the Apriori algorithm
for finding frequent itemsets given in [2]. We call the new
algorithm as Improved Multiple Support Apriori Algorithm
(IMSApriori).

The proposed approach generates frequent itemsets by making multiple passes over the data. However, in contrary to
single minsup approaches which follow “downward closure
property” (all the subsets of a frequent itemset are frequent),
multiple minimum support approaches follow “sorted closure
property”. That is, if an itemset is not frequent at (k-1) itemset,
it can not be discarded as any addition of items to it can be
frequent.
Let Ck denote the set of candidate k-itemset and Lk denote
the set of frequent k-itemset. Note that the items in an itemset
are arranged in increasing order of their MIS (frequency)
values from left to right. The algorithm for finding frequent
itemsets is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Generate-Large-itemsets (T:transaction dataset,
SD: support difference, LS:least support)
1: Generate candidate 1-itemset C1 ;
2: Calculate support S, for itemsets in C1 .
3: MIS=calculate-MIS(S, SD, LS);
4: L1 ={<i> |i∈C1 , S(i)≥MIS(i)};
5: L1 = sort(L1 ,MIS);
6: for k=2;Lk−1 6=∅;++k do
7:
Ck =candidate-gen(Lk−1 );
8:
for transaction t∈D do
9:
Ct =subset(Ck ,t);
10:
for each candidate c∈Ct do
11:
c.count++;
12:
end for
13:
end for
14:
Lk =c∈C| c.count∗100
≥min(MIS(i)|∀i∈c)
|T |
15: end for
16: Answer=∪k Lk ;
In IMSApriori approach, the generation of frequent itemsets
is shown in Algoirthm 1. The procedure for specifying MIS
values for each item which is shown in Procedure 2. After
generating frequent itemsets, the approach given in [3] should
be employed to generate association rules.
Procedure 2 calculate-MIS (S: supports for the candidate 1itemset, SD:support difference, LS: least support)
1: for i = 1; i ≤ | C1 |; ++i do
2:
M(i) = S(i) − SD(n);
3:
if M(i) < LS then
MIS(i) = LS;
4:
5:
else
6:
MIS(i) = M(i);
end if
7:
8: end for
9: return MIS;
IV. E VALUATION
A. Experimental details
The performance of the proposed approach is evaluated by
considering two kinds of datasets: synthetic and real world
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datasets. The synthetic dataset is generated with the data
generator [3] which is widely used for evaluating association
rule mining algorithms. The synthetic dataset is T10I4D100K
containing 870 items with 100K transactions and is available
at [18]. The real world dataset contain 88 items with 298
transactions having an average transaction of 10 items. The
details of the datasets are given in Table II.
In the experimental results, we have compared the proposed
approach with Apriori and MSApriori approaches. We have
not considered [11] [12] [13] approaches for comparison due
to the following reasons.
• In generating rare association rules, the approach proposed in [11] requires three parameters whereas the
proposed approach and MSApriori requires only two
parameters.
• The approach proposed in [12] is suitable for skewed
distributions and requires the removal of frequent items

TABLE II
D ETAILS OF THE DATASETS .

Total items
minsup (%)
Items
participated
Mean
Median
Standard
deviation

•

Synthetic
dataset
870
0.1
798

Real world
dataset
83
1
52

1.26
0.83
1.22

11.49
5.7
12.78

for extracting rare association rules. As a result, the rare
association rules involving frequent and rare items cannot
be extracted.
The approach proposed in [13] extracts only association
rules involving only rare items and do not extract the
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TABLE III
S UPPORT DIFFERENCE VALUES USED IN SYNTHETIC AND REAL WORLD
DATASETS .
Synthetic
dataset
SD=λ(1-β)
0.13%
0.63%
0.95%

β = 0.9
(SD=0.57%)

Real world
dataset
SD=λ(1-β)
0.57%
2.9%
3.7%

association rules involving frequent and rare items.
The proposed IMSApriori approach requires two parameters, LS and SD. Similarly, MSApriori approach requires two
parameters, LS and β. The parameter LS is common in both
the approaches. To compare the performance of IMSApriori
and MSApriori approaches, SD in IMSApriori is calculated by
using Equation 3. (Note that SD can be direct value specified
by the user.)
In the experimental results, the performance of IMSApriori
and MSApriori is evaluated by varying the β value and by
fixing the LS value at 1% and 0.1% in real world and synthetic
datasets respectively. The value of λ is fixed as the mean of
the datasets (Table II).
B. Performance results
In the performance graphs, the items frequencies (high to
low) are represented on X-axis and the corresponding support
values are represented on the Y-axis. On the same graph,
by varying the β (SD) values, we have plotted minimum
item supports for the items using MSApriori (IMSApriori)
approach.
Figure 4(a) shows the performance of MSApriori at various
β values for synthetic dataset. The thick line shows the support
of the items. It can be observed that at low β values the
difference between the support of an item and its minimum
item support is very high for the frequent items which leads to

combinatorial explosion of association rules. When β is high,
the difference between the support of an item and minimum
item support is very less for the low frequent (rare) items
which leads to missing of rare association rules. Figure 4(b)
shows the performance of MSApriori at various β values for
real world dataset.
Figure 4(c) shows the performance of proposed IMSApriori
approach at various SD values for synthetic dataset. It can be
observed that for a given SD value, the difference between
the support of an item and its minimum item support remains
constant for both high frequency and low frequency (rare)
items. As a result, the proposed IMSApriori approach can
extract associations including rare associations in a more
efficient manner as compared to MSApriori. Figure 4(d) shows
the performance of proposed IMSApriori approach at various
SD values for real world dataset.
Figure 5(a) shows how the number of frequent itemsets
varied with different β (corresponding SD) values for Apriori,
MSApriori and IMSApriori approaches in synthetic dataset.
(For Apriori, minsup is fixed as LS.) It can be observed
that the number of frequent itemsets generated using Apriori
algorithm is very high. Regarding MSApriori at high β values
the number of frequent itemsets generated are very less. As β
value decreases, the number of frequent itemsets extracted also
increase. Regarding the proposed IMSApriori approach, it can
be observed that it extracts less number of frequent itemsets
as compared to MSApriori. At high β value (corresponding
SD value), the proposed approach extracts more frequent
itemsets pertaining to rare items. As we decrease β, the
proposed approach extracts less number of frequent itemsets
through efficient pruning. Figure 5(b) shows how the number
of frequent itemsets varied with different β values for Apriori,
MSApriori and proposed IMSApriori approaches in real world
dataset.

V. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed an improved approach
to extract frequent itemsets involving rare items to discover
rare association rules. In the proposed approach, the minimum support for each item is calculated using the notion
of “support difference”. The proposed approach dynamically
assigns appropriate minimum support to each item so that
frequent itemsets involving rare items can be extracted in a
more efficient manner as compared to the existing approaches.
Most important, the proposed approach ensures that the difference between the support of an item and the corresponding
minimum support remains constant for all items including
rare items. As a result, it efficiently reduces the explosion of
frequent itemsets involving frequent items without affecting
the extraction of frequent itemsets involving rare items. We
have evaluated the performance of the proposed approach
by conducting experimental results on both synthetic and
real world datasets. The results show that, as compared to
existing approaches, the proposed approach prunes frequent
itemsets involving frequent items in a more efficient manner
and without missing the frequent itemsets involving rare items.
As a part of future work, we are planning to investigate the
following.
• In this paper we have investigated how to improve the
performance of extracting frequent itemsets involving rare
items. After extracting frequent itemsets, association rules
are discovered by fixing the same minimum confidence
value for all the rules. As a part of future work, we
are going to investigate appropriate methodology for
assigning confidence values in a dynamic manner to
generate rare association rules in an efficient manner.
• The existing approaches extract frequent itemsets involving rare items by assigning minimum support to each item
and employing an iterative process to discover frequent
itemsets. We are going to investigate how popular noniterative approaches like frequent-pattern growth (FPgrowth) approaches can be extended to assign minimum
support to each item to extract frequent itemsets involving
rare items.
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